FEATHERS®

In partnership with
A unique career pathway ‘umbrella’ programme for cabin crew: making that
wish to work with an airline/operator as part of its cabin crew team come true!
Feathers® offers you accessible programmes and progression support from
early stage interest through to starting and developing your career with an
airline.
The programme starts with’Insights’, delivered through a college or
independently, this gives everyone a true insight into the role and the
requirements that you will need to meet to apply. This is followed by
‘Employability’ to help you prepare for what the airlines and operators will
expect.
Finally, eligible applicants can apply for the ‘Attestation of Initial Cabin Crew
Training Course’ - a safety training course recognised and approved by the UK
Civil Aviation Authority, the European Aviation Safety Agency and the Airlines
themselves.
Available at selected locations and delivered through our
approved partners.
For the first time, Aviation Skills Partnership and its approved partner
Skypeople have created a complete pathway from first interest through to
the job interview and commencement of training to be cabin crew. By
working with our college partners and utilising a new professional
qualification for airline cabin crew, the course is the only one of its kind
currently offered within UK colleges and is a real legislated qualification, in
accordance with the European Air Safety Agency (EASA) and as approved
by the Civil Aviation Authority.

Feathers® - the only complete Cabin Crew Pathway
The course offers all the stages of the Cabin Crew Attestation (CCA) – this
training can replace the first part of cabin crew training (the generic aspects)
which would traditionally be delivered by the airlines.
No previous qualifications are necessary - it is open to anyone who is
approaching the minimum age to operate as cabin crew - 18 - and who is
interested in joining a European-based airline as cabin crew.

Head of training at Skypeople Collette de
Stowe said: “Once they have passed the
course, candidates will be ready to apply to the
airline of their choice and take on their specific
company training. Doing this training is sure to put
you one step ahead of the competition!
In a typical college delivery model, travel and tourism
students will be able to progress on to the course
approaching their 18th birthday but it is also a great
opportunity for any adults, whatever their background, to
train as cabin crew.
Simon Witts, Chief Executive of Aviation Skills Partnership
said “We are delighted to be in partnership with Skypeople
as they have an excellent reputation for training world class
cabin crew. The partnership means that all of the elements of the pathway are now
complete, from first aspiration to the job and beyond.”
Courses will be running regularly, with details on the participating colleges’,
Skypeople (www.skypeople.com) and Aviation Skills Partnership
(www.aviationskillspartnership.com) websites.

For further details contact us at: enquiries@aviationskillspartnership.com Alternatively,
call us on: +44 (0)208 334 479

